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istorically, voice and data communications have
been handled by different communication networks. For example, the primary carrier for voice has
been the public switched telephone network whereas
data has been handled for themost part by specialized
data networks. One reason has beenthe traditional separation between voice and data applications. Consider
a person speaking on the telephone and then sending
an electronic message from a computer terminal. The
two actions are handled by separate instruments and
are perceived as serving separate purposes. Telephony
permits immediate, personal, and interactive contact;
data messages allow for more pre-meditated, formal,
andnon-interactivecommunication.Atremendous
need for a unified treatmentof voice and data has not
existed, so separatespecial-purposecommunication
networks have been largely satisfactory.
Another reason for different networks
is the fundamentally different characteristicsof voice and datasignals. Voice is inherently a real-time, analogsignal generated by human speakers.Voice signal characteristics,
such as spectral density and average activity, arewellknown and consistent between different speakers. On
the other hand, most data is machine-generated and
digital. Data characteristics, such as bit rate and message length, vary widely depending on the particular
application.
Interest in “integrating”voice and data communications has been stimulated recently by deregulation of
the U.S. telephone industry and international activities
in planning the standards for the Integrated Services
Digital Network, or ISDN [ 1-31. ISDN will be a worldwide digital network offeringa wide range of voice and
data services based on 64 kbits/s channels. Although
ISDN will most likely be comprised of logically separate networks as shown in Figure l , it will provide subscribers with the functionality of a single, integrated
network by offering a standardized, integrated user access to services [4].
Offering voice and data servicesin a single network
promises several benefits. Users achieve convenience,
flexibility, and economy. An integrated user interface
allows different terminal equipment to be moved and
plugged into any interface in the same way that different electrical appliances can use any standard electrical
power outlet. Furthermore, services can be customized
to individual needs without having to be concerned
with the compatibility of different special-purpose networks.Fornetworkproviders,integrationpromises
benefits in efficiency and economy. Sharing facilities
not only increases efficiency, but should also simplify
network operations and maintenance, itemswhich will
quickly become very complex in a non-integrated network witha proliferationof new services. Reduced network costs should result
in lower service prices
to users.
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Fig. 1. Probable ISDN architecture.

Integration of voice and data communications
is also
motivated by advances in computer and communications technology. The telephone system is gradually
converting from analog to an entirely digital network
because of decreasing costs, increasing data transmission, and increased capability for integration of services. In addition, fiber optics make large bandwidths
available at modestcost.Thisabundantbandwidth
combined with increased network capabilitiesare drivingforces
in expandingtraditionaltelephoneservices.
Finally, there is also an expectation that technology
will result in the merging of voice and data applications, which have been traditionally separate. For example, artificialintelligencemighteventuallyallow
computers to accept and interpret voice commands in
person-to-machine conversations. In the futuristic office, messagescontaining voice and video aswell as text
might be edited, stored, and transmitted
like electronic
mail today.Terminalequipment
will becomemore
functional and integrate the separate functionsof the
telephone, terminal, and printer. There
will be a need
to process and transmit voice and data, and infact all
types of information, in a unified manner.
T h e purpose of this paper is to provide a basic understanding of the technical problem
in integrating
voice and data. Although integration is discussed specan be
cifically in terms of voice and data, the problem
generalized to all types of real-time and non-real-time
services. First, the different types of traffic found in
communication systems are examined. Integration is
investigated at differentlevels. In particular, this paper
focuseson the integration of voice and data at the
switchinglevel.Differentswitchingapproaches
are
compared and some current integrated switching systems are described.
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Types of Traffic
We might think of voice and data information as
types of “traffic” to be transported through the communication network. Designing a communication network specifically for either voice or data is relatively
uncomplicated; the difficulty in designing a network
for both voice and data lies in the different requirements of voice and data traffic.We will describe these
requirements by first examining the characteristics of
voice and data signals. There are three general
classes
oftraffic
inexistingcommunicationnetworks,
although moreclasses might arisein future networks[ 5 ] .
Voice and video are representatives of the inherently real-time Class I traffic (for our purposes, video can
to voice exceptatahigher
beconsideredsimilar
bandwidth). Voice signals are generated in real-time,
person-to-person calls. Due to the conversational nature of speech, only one direction is usually active at
any time.Voice traffic can tolerate a certain amount of
degradation (e.g., noise, clipping, compression)and occasional blocking (i.e., the connection of a call is refused)withoutbecomingobjectionable.However,
large transmission delays accentuate subjective problems with echos (unless echo cancelers are used) and
themselves disrupt a conversation. Although the exact
amount of subjectively acceptable delayis subject to debate, i t seems generally agreed that the maximum allowable delay is in the approximate range between100
and 500 ms [6].
Classes I1 a n d ISl traf‘fic are coll&tively referred to
as “data”. Class I1 traffic consists of persowtq-,machine
(or possibly machine-to-machine)“interactive data”,
such as videotex. Although not strictly real-time, this
traffic has certain delay limitations: a subscriber can
wait a fraction of a second, but not minutes, for a
17

computer to respondto a command. Communicationis
characteristically “bursty” and asymmetric; that
is, this
type of traffic takes the form of intermittent bursts of
information separatedby intervals of silence at unequal
rates in the two directions. Class 11 messages can tolerate short transmission delays but not errors. Class I11
trafficconsistsofmachine-to-machine
“bulkdata”.
Messages are typically unidirectional and relatively
long. Not being real-time in nature, messages may be
delayed substantially longer than Class I1 messages and
arrive in any random sequential order, but they must
arrive without errors.
We canillustrate the differencesbetweentraffic
classes by placing them in a coordinate system representing their characteristics. For the purpose of illustration, the three coordinates shownin Figure 2 were
chosen to represent the
traffic’s degree of tolerance to:
network delay, blocking, or degradation (e.g., source
loss of messagrate reduction, transmission errors, and
es). Class I traffic is relatively tolerant of degradation
and blocking but rather intolerant of delay. Class I1
traffic is more tolerant of delay,less tolerant of blocking, and not tolerantof degradation. Class 111traffic is
much more tolerantof delay and not tolerant of
blocking.

that have not been includedi n this simplified example.
Clearly, a switching system that does not impose blocking, degradation, or delay would be ideal for all classes
of traffic, but practical systems generally must resort to
blocking, delay, or some type of degradation (e.g., discarding messages) to handle the problems of congestion and excessive traffic conditions.
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Fig. 3. Switching system characteristics.
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Levels of Integration

CLASS 111

In a broad sense, integration means that voice and
data can be handled by the same communications network. Specifically, voice and data traffic can be integrated at three recognized levels [7], as illustrated in
Figure 4. ISDN can be
viewed as an example of integration at thefirst level: integrated access. Voice and data
services are accessible through a single user access interface, allowing voice and data terminal equipment to
share a common network interface.
Voice and data are
carried on the same transmission
link between the subscriber and networkswitch called the local loop. How,
ever, traffic within the network is routed to different
transport networks which are separately optimized for
CLASS I
a specific type of service. As planning for ISDN progresses, it is becoming more evident that the real
issue
Fig. 2. Tr@c tolerances.
at this level is agreement on the standards for theuser
access interface.
At the second level, called integrated transmission,
These threecharacteristics were chosen to illustrate
these transport networks share common transmission
therelationshipbetweentrafficrequirementsand
facilities
between
switches
but
maintain
separate
switchingcharacteristics.
T h e characteristicsofa
switching system canbe placed in the same coordinate
switching facilities. Voice and data trafficwould share
the sametransmissionlink,forexample,
by Timesystem. An example shown in Figure 3 is a telephone
Division Multiplexing (TDM) where messages are insystem which has blocking
and does not correct for
transmission errors. Another example is ARPANET
or by Frequency-Division
terleaved
in
time,
Multiplexing (FDM) where messages are sent at sepawhichimposesavariable
end-to-enddelaybutno
blocking, and corrects for transmission errors through rate frequencies. TDMis analogous to the automobile
an elaborate protocolinvolving error-checking andactraffic situation where automobiles and pedestrians are
a
atnon-overlapping time intervals.
knowledgments. I f we superimpose the two coordinate allowed use of road
In the FDM case, automobiles and pedestrians arealsystems, it becomes clear that the telephone
system
most closely meets Class I trafficrequirementsand
lowed on the same road butin separate lanes. TDM is
already used extensively for multiplexing voice signals
ARPANET matches Class I1 and 111 traffic requirements. Of course, there are other relevant parameters,on long-distance trunks in the telephone network. In
the future, transmission links carrying voice and data
such as bandwidth and peak-to-average traffic ratio,
/
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Circuit Switching
Conventional
switching
approaches
are
circuit
switching,packetswitching,andmessageswitching.
the
Circuit switchingis probably the most familiar since
public telephone system is the primary example of this
approach [8]. Circuit switching was developed during
the early days of telephony whencalls were connected
by an operator at a manual switchboard. Although the
switching operation is now performed electronically,
the principles of circuit switching are still much the
same.
T h e distinguishing featureof circuit switchingis the
exclusive dedication of a channel of fixed bandwidth
between two users forthe durationof a call. A circuit or
direct electrical path is established during a call set-up
procedure, as illustrated in Figure 5. A signaling message indicating acall request is passed through the network to find an available circuit. I f a circuit is found
and the call is accepted, a signalingmessage indicating
call acceptance is returned. The circuit is held exclusively until the call is disconnected, evenif it is not actually utilized for transmission of information.

SWITCH
A
A

SWITCH
B
C

TIME

Fig. 4. Levels of integration: (a) Integrated access.
(b) Integrated transmission. (c) Integrated switching.
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will be predominantly optical fibers and

will provide
tremendous bandwidth, analogous to 10,000-lane superhighways.
At thethird
level,calledintegratedswitching,
switching facilities are shared as well as transmission
links and network access. A network integrated at this
level might be considered to be completely integrated
since all types of traffic are handled entirely by the
same facilities. This level is also the most technically
challengingduetothedifferentswitchingrequirements for voice and data in terms of delay, degradation, blocking, andother parameters. Initial approaches
have
attempted
to
adapt
conventional
circuit
switching to handle data or conventional packet
switching to handle voice. Other approaches have attempted
to develop new schemes specifically for both voice and
data suchas burst switching and hybrid switching.
Most
recently, thefeasibility of an advanced version of packet switching, called wideband o r “fast” packet switching,hasbeendemonstrated.It
is currentlygaining
favor as the most promising approach in the telecommunications industry.
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Fig, 5. Timingdiagram for cimuit switching.
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T h e basic circuit switch, shown in Figure6, consists
of three functional blocks: terminal interface, switching network, and controller.
T h e terminal interface
handles signaling functions such as
call request and
ringing and ensures that the incoming
signals are compatible with the electrical characteristics of the switch
facilities. T h e switching network provides the physical
transmission paths for the signals. T h e controller contains the intelligence responsible for the proper operation of the switch hardware.

4-1

n
LINES INTERFACE
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r

n
SWITCHING
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CONTROLLER

Fig. 6. Basiccircuitswitcharchitecture.

Circuit switching has a number of important features. First, traffic is handled on a blocking basis; the
network handles excessive traffic conditions by refusing to connect new
a call while continuing to hold those
calls already connected. T h e blocked calls may be either delayed for a later time or cleared (e.g., the telephone system clears blocked calls by returning a fast
busy signal). Second, this approach is efficient only if
the set-up and disconnect times are small compared to
theduration or holdingtime
of the call. Third,
bandwidth is utilized efficiently onlyif the circuit is active fairly constantly since the channel is dedicated for
the entire call. Fourth, a dedicated channel permits
communication with minimal transmission delay, a particularly important consideration for real-time traffic.
Finally, traffic is carried by the network without regard
to content; thatis, information (except for signaling
information) is not processed or altered in transit by the
network. As a consequence, the network is unable to
correct for transmission errors; the responsibility for
error detection and correction
is relegated to the users.
These properties make conventional circuitswitching most suitablefor real-time serviceslike voice. Typical conversations last about 300 seconds, much longer
than the set-up times, which are approximately a second in the telephone system. During a call, voices are
active about 40 to50 percent of the time, and the network imposes virtually no delay other than propaga20 ms on terrestrial links)
tiontime(approximately
from source to destination.
Circuit switching has several disadvantagesfor most
dataapplications, and in particular for Class I1 [9].
First, bandwidth is utilizedmuch less efficientlybecause most datais usually active only about 5 to 15 percent of the time. This means that the channel
is nearly
always idle. Second, data bursts are often short and require only abrief connection. Itis inefficient to circuitswitch messages when the holding time becomes com20

parable to thecall set-up time. Third, circuit switching
works well for voice because a 4-kHz bandwidth is characteristic of all speech signals. However, a dynamic allocation of a bandwidthis needed for data communications due to the diversity of bit ratesrequiredfor
variousdataapplications.Finally,circuitswitching
does not have the
capability of node-to-node errorchecking since the network
is insensitive to the content
of the transmitted information.I n contrast, if messages
are processed within the network, they can be checked
for errors beforedelivery to the destination. Thisis a
desirable feature for error-sensitive data traffic.
Modifications to circuit switching have been proposed to overcome thesedifficulties. Bandwidth can be
utilized more efficiently with statistical multiplexing
techniques such as Time Assignment Speech Interpolation(TASI) [ l o ] o r Digital SpeechInterpolation
a fewer numberof
(DSI) [ 111. Several sources can share
channels by dynamically selecting only active sources.
The numberof channelsis selected such that the probability that a greater number
of sources will be activesimultaneously is low. In these infrequent cases, signals
would be “clipped” (partially cut off) o r compressed
(quantized more roughly).
T h e inefficiency in call connections for very brief
messages can be improved by reducing call set-up and
disconnect times.T h e idea of fast circuit switching
is to
develop switches which perform signaling andcall setup so quickly that it becomes efficient to switch very
brief data bursts. Set-up times
less than 140 ms are
commonly presumed, although such
fast digital switches are not presently commercially available [9].

Packet Switching
T h e concept of packet switching originated as a distributed switching system for survivable military communications [ 12,131. T h e first important application
was the developmentof the ARPANET tolink together time-shared research computersin a nationwide network. Unlike circuit switching, packet switching
was
designed particularly for data communications rather
than voice communications.After
the success of
ARPANET, many other packet-switchednetworks
were started for public data services.
Packet switching is based on the idea of message
switching, or store-and-forwardswitching,shown in
Figure 7 . Message switching resembles the method of
mail delivery in the postal system. A messageis formed
by concatenating the data information with a header
and anend-of-message flag, which is similar to putting
a letter into an envelope. The header contains all the
information
necessary
for
routing
the
message
through the network information such
as source, destination, identity number, andchecksum for error. The
message is stored in a buffer at each switch which decodes the message header and determines the next
node in the route. When the appropriate
link becomes
available, the message is forwarded to the bufferin the
next switch. Usually, an acknowledgment is returned
by the receiving nodeif the message is received without
error; otherwise, the sender retransmits the message
after some time.
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Fig. 7. Timingdiagram for message switching.
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Fig. 8. Timing diagram for packetswitching (datagram mode).

Packetswitching [ 14,151 is the same as message
switching with one difference;
messages are divided
CONTROLLER
into smaller segments of limited length, called packets,
each with its own packet header. The shorter packets
need less storage time at each switch,
as seen in Figure
8. T h e end-to-end delay for packets is much less than
for messages, particularly on routes involving many
hops. The exact length of the packet is a trade-off between delay and overhead. Shorter packet lengths decrease the queueing delay at each switch but increase
u u u
the percentage of the packet taken up by the header
bits.
Fig. 9. Basicpacketswitcharchitecture.
T h e basic packet switch, shownin Figure 9, consists
of four functionalblocks: input buffers, output buffers,
datagrammode,packetsareroutedindependently.
switchfabric,andcontroller.Incomingpacketsare
Packets travel any available route
to the destination
stored in the input buffers, and their headers are deand arrive in a random sequential order. In virtual circoded. When the appropriate route
is determined, they
cuit mode, a“VC request” packet sets up a logical conare placed in the proper output buffers through the
nection between the source and destination.
Every subswitch fabric. T h e switch fabric might be a simple bus
will
sequent packet between this source and destination
or a multi-stage interconnection network.All routing,
travel this same virtual circuit identified
by a numberin
processing, and control functions are performed
by the
the header. Thevirtual circuit is cleared eventually by
controller.
a “VC disconnect” packet. A virtual circuit is not-the
There aretwo general methods for routing packets
in circuitswitching
same as adedicatedchannel
In
through networks: datagrams and virtual circuits.
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because several virtual circuits can share the
same physical circuit. A virtual circuit means only that the routing decision does not need to be performed for every
packet. Hence, processing is simpler for multi-packet
messages, but every packet still needs to be queued and
processed at each switch. Routing by virtual circuit is
more vulnerable to node failures and less adaptive to
changing traffic conditions than datagram.
Packet switching has important differences fromcircuit switching. First, traffic is handled on a delay basis,
Le., the network will accept new packets when traffic is
heavy but might impose extremely long queueing delays. The delay at each witch consists of time to store
the entire packet, process the header, and wait for an
available link. The delay times dependon packet
length, header complexity, and network traffic conditions, respectively. Second, there is no signaling involved in call set-up (in datagram mode), but there is
overhead associated with the packet headers. These
header bits require a portion of the channel capacity
and processing at each switch. Third, packet switching
allocates
bandwidth
dynamically
instead
of
pre-allocatingbandwidth
like in circuit switching.
Channel capacity is used only when there is information to be sent. Bandwidth is utilized more efficiently
than circuit switching at the expense of increased processing and queueingdelays. Finally, and perhapsmost
importantly, packets are processed as they are being
transmitted.This makesitpossible
toerror-check,
copy, and evenalter packets within the network. Thus,
packet switching permits much moredirectcontrol
over user information than circuit switching.
For its efficiency with “bursty” traffic,packet switching has been used increasingly in commercial data networks. It has not been used for real-time services like
voice except in the context of numerous experiments.
A basic problem in packet switching voice is the reconstruction of a continuous streamof speech from packets experiencing random andpossibly excessive transit
delays [ 161. It is necessary to impose an additional delay
at the speech decoder so that the voice packets are
“played-out”with relatively uniform delays. Increasing
the delay at the decoderreduces the fraction of “lost”
packets (Le., packets that arrive later than their target
playout times), but the delay becomes subjectively annoying beyond a certain limit.
However, for several reasons, packet switching is still
attractive for voice. First, packet switching is extremely
flexible. For example, apacket can be copied and broadcast to a groupof stations as easily as
sent point-to-point.
Second, packet switching is particularly efficient with
bursty traffic, and voice exhibits some “burstiness”.
Speech actually consists of short, discrete bursts called
talkspursts, lasting on the order of milliseconds to seconds. Packetizing these talkspurst and ignoring silence
intervals performs a statistical multiplexing function by
using channel capacity only when voices are active. Finally, packet switching has the capability of processing
and alteringspeech information within the network, unlike circuit switching,which
transportsinformation
without processing. This feature is useful, for example,
for judiciously abridging or discarding voicepackets
when traffic becomes congested.

Several modifications have been proposed to reduce
the transit delays for voice packets [ 17-23]. Packet storage delays can be reducedby shorter packet lengthsor
by “virtual cut-through” switching [24] which allows a
packet to be forwarded before it is stored entirely.
Packet headers can be simplified by using virtual circuits
and
not
requiring
acknowledgments
or
retransmissions since the reconstructed speech can tolerate a certain amount of degradation. Voice packets
can be given higher priority than data packets to reduce queueingdelays. This priority can be pre-emptive
so that arrivingvoice packets can interrupt a data
packet in progress, or non-preemptive, where arrivingvoice
packets must wait for the packet in progress to finish.
When packet delays become excessive, packets can be
judiciously abridged or discarded within the network,
or the speech source canbe instructed to reduce its encoding rate by means of“feedback” controlpackets. Finally, fast packet switching, an important approachfavored by many in the telecommunications industry, is
currently being researched and developed. It
is discussed in a later section.
Another approach is to minimize the detrimentaleffect of late voice packets by encoding the speech in a
certainmanner. Inembeddedcoding
[ 18,191, the
speech is encoded at a number of different rates. T h e
encoded information is placed or “embedded” in packets of different prioritysuch that lower priority packets
can bediscarded without affectingthe continuity of the
reconstructed speech. The loss of the lower priority
packets causes a graceful degradation in the speech
quality. For example, a speech encoder operating at
the embedded rates of 8, 16, 32, and 64 kbits/s will
generate voice packets with four different prioritylevels. The loss of the lowest priority packets will result in
an effective bit rate of 32 kbits/s.

Burst Switching
Burst switching is a form of message switching that
combines different features offast circuit switching
[25-271. The idea is to take advantageof the bursty nature of voice and data traffic. A “burst” is a variablelength message consisting of a 4-byte header followed
by an information field and an end-of-burst flag. In a
data burst, the information is the data message; in a
voice burst, the informationis a talkspurt.A third type,
a “command” burst,is used to carry network information between burst switches. Like message switching,
burst switching uses headers for routing and queueing
for bandwidth contention. However, a burst can
begin
to be forwarded before it is buffered completely because a burstis always transmitted at thesame rate, unlike a store-and-forwardmessage that must bebuffered
and thentransmitted at thefull rate of the outputlink.
In this way, burst switching resembles fast circuit
switching.
Instead of the traditional central control located at
the switching center, controlin burst switching is partially distributed to numerous small “link switches”.
Each link switch has limited processing capability. Its
own program is capable of exchanging messages with
other link switches to execute a service. Link switches
handlenetwork
access and local switching. Some
June 1988-Vol. 26, No. 6
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processor
functions
remain
in centralized,
highcapacity “hub switches” used at pointsof high concentration.
With
this
distributed
architecture,
burst
is less
switching accommodates network expansion and
sensitive to node failures and overloads.
Routing information is based on the locationof the
destination in the network. Local destinations can be
handled by the appropriate link switch. Longer
distance routes involve accessing a Translation8c Routing
(T8cR) processorfortheroutinginformation.The
T&R processor returns the appropriate routing information in response to a routing request message. After
is placed in the header, a virtuthe routing information
al circuit is made by exchanging a series of messages.
T h e routing information in the header instructs each
switch how to route the burst. T h e virtual circuit is
held until it is broken down by a disconnect messageat
the end of a call.
Although bursts are handledby the same switching
facilities, different types of burst are switched differently. Command bursts have highest priority,
voice second priority, and data
lowest priority. When bursts
contend for a link, the queued burst
with highest priority is sent first. T h e protocol for command and data
bursts involves aborting and retransmitting the bursts
in case of incorrectdelivery.Voicebursts
arenot
retransmitted because speech informationis extremely
time-sensitive. In addition, when 2 ms of speech samples accumulate at a burst switch before an output link
becomes available, the information is discarded by the
switch,resulting
in clipping of thereconstructed
speech.

Hybrid Switching
Hybrid switching attempts to provide both circuit
[5,28,29].This is accomand packet switching features
plished by time-multiplexing voice and data
as shown in
Figure 10. A master time,frame is established on each
link consistingofasynchronizingStart-Of-Frame
(SOF) marker and a numberof time slots. Voice traffic
is allotted a certain number of slots while data is allowed on the remaining slots.
T h e voice slotsare circuit
switched while the data slots are packet switched.
MASTER FRAME
I

SOF

HYBRID
SWITCH

SLOTS

DATA SLOTS VOICE

I I

TIME

.
HYBRID
SWITCH

Fig. 10. Hybrid switching.

In the basic scheme, the frame length and
voice/
databoundary
are fixed,andtimeslotsareequal
lengths. For example, a master frame 10
ofms on 1.544
Mbits/s links would provide frames of 15,440 bits at a
rate of 100 frames/s. Voice sources at 16 kbits/s would
need 160-bit time slots. However, a fixed voice/data
boundary is inefficient
due
to
the
statistical
June 1988-Vol. 26, No. 6
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fluctuations in voice and data traffic. Temporarily unused voice slots cannot be used for data nor unused
data slotsfor voice. Itis difficult to placethe voice/data
boundaryformaximum
efficiency underchanging
traffic patterns. For more efficiency, the voice/data
boundary can be “movable”. Voicecalls can be allotted
up to a maximum number
of time slots; datais allowed
to use temporarily silent voice slots as well as slots allocated just to data. Furthermore, the frame length and
time slots can be dynamic for more adaptability.
As
might be expected, increased efficiency is achieved at
the cost of complicatedanalysisandswitchoperations.
T h e idea of hybrid switching is to combine the features of circuit and packet switching
in order to handle
each type of traffic in the conventional manner, i.e.,
basis and data on delay
a
voice is handled on a blocking
basis. Although voice and data traffic mustbe separated to different fabrics within the switch, the hybrid
switch presents the functionalityof a single, integrated
switch at each link.
With both circuit and packet
switchwill effectivelyacingcapabilities,hybridswitching
commodate any mix of traffic. Furthermore, hybrid
switching is more compatible with the present telephone system than packet o r burst switching because
existing circuit switches can be updated to handle the
data switching requirement. Thus, hybrid switching
allows for a more graceful evolution of the telephone
network.

Fast Packet Switching
Fast packetswitching,alsocalledAsynchronous
Time Division (ATD)or
AsynchronousTransfer
Mode (ATM), is an advanced version of packet switching based on fiber optic links and simplified protocols
[SO-371. A protocol is the set of rules that implement
the various functions involved in the transfer of data
between two users (e.g., routing, error control, flow
control, etc.). Due to their high degree
of complexity,
conventional protocols are structuredhierarchically as
a set of layers referred to as the network architecture
[15,38,39]. Each layer performs specific functions of
the protocol and provides certain functions or “services” to higher layers
while relying onthe services provided by lower layers.
T h e most well-known network architecture is the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model
developed by the International Standards Organizaof prototion (ISO) as a framework for standardization
cols [40]. Its seven layersare shown in Figure
1 1. When
an “application”, (the highest level entity), communicates with another “application”, its data message
is
passed down the layers with each layer appending its
own header and containing information to be used in
the same layer at the destination. At the destination,
the appropriate headers are removed
as the data is
passed up the layers.Each layer communicates withits
“peer” in the same layer.
T h e lowest layer, calledthe physical layer, coversall
bethe physicalaspects of transmitting a bitstream
tween adjacent nodes. Above the physical layer, the
data link layer is primarily responsible for making the
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Fig. 11. OSI protocol

physical link reliable. This is accomplished through a
usually complicated procedure involving error detection, acknowledgments, and retransmissions. The next
higher layer is the network layer, which encompasses
the functions of routing and congestion control. T h e
four remaining layers, above the network
layer, involve
end-to-endprotocolsthat
are less relevant tothe
switching network.
The key aspect of fast packet switching is simplification of the lower layer protocols. Specifically, the functions of error correction and flow control can be removed from thelower layers because of the abundant
bandwidth and low error rates possible with fiber optic
links. Error correction and flow control are provided
on an end-to-end basisby higher layer protocols as
needed (Le.,for data but not voice).
for T h e philosophy
is to handle all types of traffic in a common manner in
the lower layers and to overlay more traffic-specific
protocols in the higher layers. In addition, routing is
simplified. The simplified protocols and routing result
in a concise header format, similar to the example
shown in Figure 12, which enables the processing of
packets to be performed entirely in hardware. T h e
combination of high-speed linksand hardwareprocessing makes possible fast packet switches with low delay
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Fig. 12. A fast packet format.
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reference model

and high throughput sufficient for voice and possibly
video services [ 3 1,41-44].

A Comparative Discussion of Switching Approaches
Comparisons of switching approaches have focused
on circuit and packet switching for many reasons.
These technologies are the predominant ones today
and will continue to dominate because of the enormous
investment in existing telephone and data networks.
At
least, any future switching techniques will still be based
on a circuit or packet switched backbone network. It is
more practical to adapt a proven technology than to
implement a new technology. Another reason for their
dominance is their proven efficiency and effectiveness
for voice or data. T h e final reason is that circuit and
packet switching will soon beimplemented in the
worldwide ISDN. If successful, ISDN will evolve into
the broad-band-ISDN [45,46]. T h e broad-band-ISDN
will alsobe circuit andpacket-switched and will provide
the user with much higher bit rates the
at interfaces to
the network.
Harrington[9] analyzed circuit switching techniques for voice and data, and concluded that circuit
switching is not the preferable approach for data services. Coviello[47] compared circuit and packet switching for voice and concluded that conventional packet
switching was inadequate withoutmajor modifications.
T h e general consensus in comparisons of circuit and
packet switching [5,48,49] is that each technology hasa
different area of usefulness depending on parameters
such as message length, network topology, traffic patterns, etc. Thus, both circuit and packet switching are
commonly expectedtobe usefulin communication
networks carrying a mix of differenttypes oftraffic, for
at least the near future, which is encouraging to the
proponents of the hybrid switching approach.
Performanceevaluationsofburst
switching have
been limited. An analytical comparison between burst
switching and fast packet switching [50] indicated that
both techniques performed roughly equivalently for
June 1988-Vol. 26, No. 6
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both voice and data. However, burst switching distinAcknowledgment
guishes between voice and data at the switching level
The authors are grateful
to Dr. Patrick Whiteof Bell
whereasfastpacketswitchingdoesnot.Given
that
Communications Research for his helpful comments
packet switching is a proven technology and
will be imon an earlier version of this manuscript.
plementedmore
widely in thenearfuture,burst
switching seems to be disadvantageous in terms of implementation without offering significant performance
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